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Abstract 
 

Recommender system (RS) has turned out to be the most popular model and 

utilized in diverse fields like movies, books, music, and diverse products. 

This work concentrates on modeling and effectual RS model for agricultural 

fields of various algorithms like fruits and vegetables that are made and RS 

may offer recommendations of products which customers may order. Data 

acquired over certain months regarding the consumption of diverse items that 

are ordered via websites are utilized for implementation and modeling RS 

system. Data pre-processing is performed by reducing dimensionality to 

make more precise and secure data. Agriculture culture requires planning, 

security, decision making, and other involved factors that influence it.  A 

conceptual model is proposed to implement the big data Technologies at the 

farming level. Here, an improved decision system is used to recommend 

various items and assist farmers to offer optimal and therefore increases 

profit. This article solved issues in the existing system and developed 

privacy, quality, availability, infrastructure, expense, and investment over the 

field. Simulation has been done in MATLAB environment. This fuzzy-based 

model to secure the items that is consumed by every customer; therefore 

farmers may produce items based on their essential choices. This model 

provides the crop recommendation to the customers with high safeness. 
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1 Introduction 
 

The primary key factor that has been focussed on this work is 

'Agriculture'. Agriculture provides 56-60% of the country's employment; 

however outcomes in merely 18% of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) [1]. 

India is one of the worlds that consider 4-5 crops a year. Indian farmers know 

and approach for cultivating and growing crops based on lands nature that 

has evolved around thousands of year's observation and experience and that 

is the main cause to explain why farmers produce food without such 

infrastructure for over billions of people every year [2]. However, in the 

present time, farmers encounter enormous confronts such as competition, 

whether from the huge corporation and rise in price creating enormous 

economical pressures that cause considerable distress. Climate variation may 

lead to distorted farmers economies by 25-30% in shorted month span based 

on the Indian government's latest annual economical survey performed [3]. 

The report shows that extreme shocks degree may reduce farmers' monthly 

income by 4.5% and heavy rainfall may reduce their income by 14%. 

In recent times, virtual resources can be accessed from anywhere and 

everywhere with more comfort is known as a cloud. This technology assists 

in accessing diverse virtual resources to utilize diverse services and 

applications through the World Wide Web and certain standard protocols for 

communication termed as Cloud Computing (CC) [4]. CC offers dynamic 

resources and makes the user's pay peruses billing policies and metering. The 

foremost cloud benefits are the flexibility of resource utilization anywhere 

and anytime [5]. CC provides computational power like CPU, RAM, network 

speed, OS, storage as services over network indeed of providing 

computational resources at users’ place. Hardware usage and software may 

diminish by utilization of this CC technology at the user's side. With the 

assistance of this simple web-based browser, users may run CC systems. 

However, the rest will be handled by the cloud-based network. 

For the overall country's development, which includes the agricultural 

sector like CC as an essential role to play? The agriculture sector is provided 

by the effectual execution of CC [6]. In the modern period of Information 

technology, CC technology may be extremely essential for the centralization 

of every agriculture-based database. CC utilization in agriculture may offer 

data readiness anywhere and anytime which may improve the GDP of the 

nation [7]. It will also provide food security level and also offers 

communication globally and locally. 
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The recommender system or recommendation system is an information 

sub-class that recommends content to users and may be interpreted based on 

aggregated data libraries. It is considered to be a system that may filters 

information that identifies ' preference order' or 'rating' of individual items 

that may be provided by users [8]. The ultimate objective of the 

recommendation system is to offer an essential recommendation to users of 

the group for all products or items which will be more inclined to be 

forwarded. RR may be utilized in various fields like movies, music, books, 

research articles, clothes, news, and so on. It may reduce information 

overloading complexity by filtering essential information out of the 

dynamical amount that is processed information based on its interest and 

preferences of users regarding the item set. Concerning the user's profile, this 

system may predict whether a specific user may prefer any sort of item or not 

[9]. It is also validated to enhance the quality and decision-making process. 

Certain kinds of recommendation systems are more appropriate to users 

either in the morning or in the evening and he/she may be alike to carry of 

performance when it may be either hot or cold outside however only on 

certain conditions [10]. The recommendation system may be provided with 

huge attention and utilizes these kinds of details or information in offering 

recommendation is termed as context-aware recommendation systems. This 

work utilizes the Fuzzy approach for effectual recommendations. This work 

utilizes numerous criteria like soil, crop type, water required, soil type, 

sunlight intensity needed, nutrients, soil fertilizers, and pH level for effectual 

and efficient recommendations. This sort of recommendation may be 

provided based on factors like crop or soil which is not so appropriate for an 

effectual recommendation.  

Agriculture culture requires planning, security, decision making, and 

other involved factors that influence it.  Though, the field of agriculture is 

less impacted by the recent technological advancements. Indian country took 

the study of crop recommendation for our country farmers and fertilization of 

various crops based on the climate and soil type. Big data has been 

introduced to almost every other sector even agriculture is not outdistanced 

from it. Agriculturists, Agribusinesses, institutions, and researchers have 

been Dependent on various techniques to collect related data. However, In-

order to attain these things lot of big data analytic techniques with the spark 

are used to provide the crop recommendation based on the current climate.  

The paper is modeled as: Section 2 with background studies, Section 3 

with the anticipated model, section 4 with numerical results and evaluation 

part, and finally section 5 with the conclusion and future extension need. 
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2 Related Works 
 

Enormous studies have been performed on cultivation in the Nile delta 

region; however, few investigators have handled the cultivation in desert 

regions specifically oasis. However, extremely limited investigations studies 

have been anticipated for a computational intelligence-based recommender 

system for analyzing effectual planting dates specifically in the case of newly 

cultivated lands concerning essential temperature for stages of crop growth. 

For instance, the author in [11] anticipated the recommender system based on 

rough metrological theory for analyzing the finest cultivation dates for wheat  

over Egyptian Sinai peninsular based on essential mean temperature for the 

germination phase.   

There is a huge investigation that uses the idea of the expert system to 

assist farmers in enhancing their cultivation practices [12]. Numerous expert 

systems in the past may concentrate on rising productivity by choosing plants 

that are more appropriate to land, like climatic conditions and soli suitability 

in southern Greece [13] using computation based on choosing crops and land 

suitability that has to be planted which maybe olives, wheat, grapes, wheat, 

and tomatoes. Numerous studies have been concentrated based on farmer's 

recommendation system [14]; for instance, enhancing soybean yields by 

recommending optimal decision making for farmers and the utilization of 

inorganic fertilizers for sugarcane. Numerous systems were modeled for 

predicting plant diseases like soybean disease and oil crop-based diseases. 

Numerous approaches have been utilized like recommendation based 

services; for instance, rule-based, ontology-based, and fuzzy decision-based 

approaches. There are diverse factors that resemble these works in [15]. 

Moreover, this investigation is more dedicated to choosing rice varieties. To 

be more specific in suitable factors, which may not be exclusively measured 

with factors associated with climate and land, that may consider the 

probability of spreading diseases and pests, planting periods, and risk from 

natural disasters. 

This work offers a scheme for choosing agriculture-based knowledge by 

formulating rule based on Fuzzy and membership function along with the 

implementation of more specific recommendation system that recommends 

rice varieties that are more appropriate for planting periods and land and 

planning crop by offering personalized crop-based calendar which assists in 

certain methods as crop manager in [16]. 

At present, with the utilization of modern information technology to 

construct a decision-based support system for precision fertilizer for 

modifying conventional fertilization custom in the hotspot research field in 

precision-based fertilization [17]. Numerous investigators have developed 

and investigated Geographic Information System (GIS) based precision  
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fertilizer management system and decision-making approach which considers 

farmland as objects; however, eliminating farmer’s status as essential 

farming in china based villages [18]. The Development system has a 

restricted amount of regional application that may cause difficult 

management, high pollution, and higher cost and complex popularization. 

Therefore, it is more appropriate to realize a simple, practical, and expansible 

system for reducing system complexity, diminishing crop production based 

cost, strengthening pervasiveness system to improve agricultural production 

efficiency, enhancing agricultural ecological circumstances, and improve 

comprehensive agriculture production ability.   

With the improvement in modern information technology, the GIS server 

is measured to be of complete, lower cost and effectual process [19]. This  

work considers crop fertilization based decision-making system at 

administrative village scaling like research papers that gathers soil 

information and map-based village level using views; then models a crop-

based recommendation system for fertilization with available servers and 

executed in farmlands of village level with nutrient management and 

recommending on-line fertilizers [20]. It may offer an on-line soil-based 

information query and fertilization based decision-making system and offer 

technical assistance for scientific fertilization. 

 

3 Methodology 
 

The recommender system may functions specifically with two essential 

approaches based on a content-based and collaboration based model. This 

effectual and simple procedure for generating rule discovery is done with 

Fuzzy and membership modeling that is considered to be a design model. 

Active customers have established certain agreements with customers in the 

past, then this recommendation system will provide essential relevance and 

interest towards active users. 

The necessity of filtering the complete product range for accessible 

alternatives may produce diverse recommendations more necessarily. It is 

considered to be an extremely easier choice of items to be superior; however 

too much choice is nor so suitable. RS may produce recommendations that 

may assist customers' data, diverse knowledge, historical data, and available 

item regarding transactions with references to that database. Customers can 

surf through these RS and reject or accept various items; therefore feedback 

is more essential. Every transaction is stored in the database and this newer 

recommendation system is produced during successive item based ordering. 

Development in RS may utilize customer based and item-based models. 

In item-based approaches, numerous products are arranged using customers 

that remain in lesser or more similar. Certain items may assist in constructing 

corresponding neighborhoods based on appreciations attained from diverse  
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customers. Later, these systems may produce a recommendation based on 

diverse items, customers may prefer those items. In the customer-based 

model, users play a dominant role. Customers may order similar items that 

are grouped. The system model is considered to be a hybrid that merges these 

content and collaborative fuzzy approaches. 

These kinds of systems may be modeled as a web-based graphical user 

interface and based on the mobile application. Complete requests that are 

generated were works based on this webserver. Every input will be stored in 

a hybridization system and database which may provide appropriate 

recommendation in prediction form of the purchase of diverse items that has 

to be modeled as shown in Figure 1. Therefore, this system may assist in 

making predictions of the consumption of diverse customer products. 

Therefore, farmers may also make vegetable production and fruits based on 

RS. 

This model cast of membership function and fuzzy model for executing 

and designing RS. India is considered to be an agriculture-based country that 

uses conventional ways of recommenders in the case of the agriculture 

sector. At present, recommendations and knowledge are provided via 

interaction among experts and farmers. These kinds of recommendations 

may be diverse for all diverse experts. This model may assist in attaining 

recommendations and information dependent on their preferences and needs. 

This may help to diminish the gap among customers, technology, and 

farmers. Farmers and customers can access these products via online 

websites. Some android based mobile applications are also used and some 

apps can be downloaded for attaining recommendations in an essential 

period. 
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Figure 1: Flow diagram of the proposed model 

 

 
3.1 Fuzzy Recommendation System (FRS) 

In an extensive broader sense, FRS can be cast-off as a basis for various 

kinds of system knowledge, or to model relationships and interactions 

between system variables. FRS can be considered to be an essential tool for 

modeling these complex systems; owing to imprecision or complexity where 

conventional tools are not successful. A huge amount of methods have been 

anticipated to produce fuzzy rules automatically from those numerical data.   
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Generally, it may utilize complex fuzzy rules from numerical data. They 

utilize complex rule-based generation for diverse approaches like genetic 

algorithms or neural networks. An appropriate knowledge may be modeled in 

the form of linguistic variables, where fuzzy-based membership function 

parameters like fuzzy rules, number of rules, and so on. Generic code 

structure may provide structural and independent feature based performance 

that is more appropriate for candidates to co-operate with prior knowledge. 

Various benefits have been provided that utilize membership function for 

modeling Fuzzy based recommender system. Knowledgebase on FRS 

comprises of two components, rule base, and database. Rule base comprises 

of a set of fuzzy rules while the database comprises of scaling factors and 

holds membership functions of a fuzzy set that specifies linguistic terms. 

Membership functional shape is based on two diverse variants based on 

the fuzzy model whether descriptive and approximate. Fuzzy model is 

considered to be a more qualitative system expression. KB is a fuzzy set that 

is considered to be more semantic to linguistic labels that define rules 

including KB. This system may use global semantics. In approximate fuzzy 

modeling, KB is determined to be fuzzy rules to provide its meaning, i.e. 

linguistic variables comprise of rules that are not considered its value with 

labels from the global term set. At last, linguistic variables are considered to 

be fuzzy variables. The approximate fuzzy mode is more precise with a 

descriptive model. This work considers the Mamdani type fuzzy-based rule 

model for an agriculture-based recommendation system. In Mamdani type, 

general rules are provided as: 

If  is  and  is  then  is , where , and  are linguistic 

variables and  are fuzzy sets.  Here, initially, DB is used for uniform 

fuzzy partitions that use triangular membership functions with 0.5 height 

consideration. Several linguistic terms specified by experts where there is a 

necessity to certain primary fuzzy set that belongs to everyone in fuzzy 

partitions. Fuzzy variables  is primary set  

with related ordered set Subsequently, second art is 

triangular membership functions with rules,  by an association of tuples 

 
1) Use prevailing primary linguistic fuzzy-based partitions and produce 

individuals by considering rule cover for randomly attuned samples. Primary 

fuzzy-based sets and meaning are provided here. 

2) Similarly, they generate individuals, compute values randomly, and 

produce gene variation with respective intervals. 

3) The produced model with sample rule generation is shown in Equations 

1-4. 
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(1) 

 
 

(2) 

 
 

(3) 

  

 
 

(4) 

From the above equation, it is well known that operators may use a 

parameter that is either variable or constant whose value may base on 

available variables. Similarly, a combination of two diverse membership 

functions may depend on a diverse fuzzy set that makes two newer fuzzy sets 

to belong in intervals of performance determination by initial fuzzy partition 

in Equation 5.   

 
 

(5) 

Here, three correlation parameters are considered (  that describe 

triangular membership function and  has to be confirmed with a 

certain fuzzy set. With  are membership function that are 

adopted, related performance interval is provided as 

]. This adoption is based on fuzzy set 

generation  by modal point respectively. 

Similarly, the covering approach is modeled based on iterative approaches 

that facilitate acquiring a fuzzy rule set that covers sample values. In every 

iteration, it works on a production approach, that acquires finest fuzzy rue 

based on current training set state, it may consider relative value for 

provoking rules over it, and eliminates samples with coverage value that are 

higher than . Covering value is provided with Equation 6 given below: 

 

(6) 

 

 
 

 

3.1.1 Rule Filtering 

The primary variable is generated from initial KB. This may be encoded 

directly to filter rules that are specified as  remaining variables are 

produced by relating interval of performance  to all variables in  
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 Every performance interval will be adjusted based on 

corresponding variables like  If  then  is value left 

in support with triangular fuzzy membership. This triangular fuzzy model is 

provided by three factors  and performance interval is provided 

as in Equations 7-9 given below: 

 

 

] (7) 

 
(8) 

 
 

(9) 

 

4 Results and Discussions 

Based on the above computation, simulation has been done in MATLAB 

environment. This recommender model based on the Fuzzy membership 

function provided better trade-off in contrary to other approaches. This helps 

in generating rule and to make a decision which may be applied in the 

agricultural field to assist farmers for making proper cultivation. 

Here, extraction of the Mamdani type fuzzy-based rule system, rule 

filtering may construct every cluster for training data. At last, in the testing 

stage, data are provided for predicting crop yield are shown in Tables 1 and 

2.  

 
Table 1: Agriculture based data extraction for Fuzzy training 

 

Training data 

From To 
Total 

amount 

Jun 

2019 

Dec 

2019 
500 

 

 

Table 2: Agriculture based data extraction for Fuzzy testing 

 

Testing data 

From To 
Total 

amount 

Dec 

2019 

Feb 

2020 
100 
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Figures 2 and 3 depict the Mamdani based membership function for an 

effectual recommender system. With filtered rules, the outcomes of proposed 

approach are computed are shown in Figure 4. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2: Mamdani Membership function for training data 

 

 
Figure 3: Mamdani Membership function for testing data 
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Figure 4: Fuzzy based output generation 

 
Figure 5: Training model with Fuzzy membership function 
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Figure 6: The testing model with Fuzzy membership function 

 

Here, Mean absolute percentage error is computed with Equation 10 

given below: 

 
 

(10) 

Figure 5 and 6 provides a graphical model of training and testing 

agricultural data that has been used by the recommender system. Figure 7 

demonstrates the graphical model of MAPE computation. 

 

 
Table 3. MAPE computation 

 

Techniques 
MAPE 

values 

HMM 1.220 

ANN & GA 0.850 

Hybrid 

Fuzzy 
0.780 

ARIMA 0.902 

ANN 0.902 

PSO 0.57 

Fuzzy with 

Mamdani 
0.39 
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Table 3 explains the data gathered and stored in the cloud for making an 

appropriate prediction with the Fuzzy recommender system for crop 

cultivation. 

 
 

Figure 7: Graphical representation of MAPE computation 

These data have been collected from the duration of June 2019 to 

February 2020 for interpretation. Based on these collected data, Table 3 

depicts the mean error rate computation. The anticipated Fuzzy model shows 

the lesser error is contrary to other approaches like ANN, GA, PSO, Hybrid 

fuzzy, and so on. From all these outcomes, it is identified that the Fuzzy 

based rule generation model provides the finest functionality in contrary to 

other models. Thus, it helps in assisting farmers to make proper cultivation 

during a suitable cultivation period. 

 

5 Conclusion 

A recommender system is modeled specifically for recognizing and 

predicting the consumption of diverse agriculture-based items that are 

modeled and developed with Fuzzy based membership functions. This 

system model was competent in providing prediction and recommendation 

based on customers' needs by buying characteristics and corresponding peer 

item-based recommendation. This fuzzy-based model may predict items that 

are consumed by every customer; therefore farmers may produce items based 

on their essential choices. Therefore, the cumulative prediction may assist the 

farmers to plan and produce cultivation of agriculture-based items/products 

for any season, therefore it may not lead to any wastage of items provided by  
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farmers. Therefore, system development assists customers to recommend 

more such items than secured ones. 
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